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Isn’t there just so many things to consider and think about when it comes to your birth preparation!!

I remember feeling quite overwhelmed with what to add and also considering if it was the right

choice for me or not?

 

So, I thought I would support you by giving you a list for you to consider adding to your birth plan.

A birth plan is basically a way of you communicating to your midwives or doctors and letting them

know what you would like during and after your birth. Your birth plan is personal to you and should

reflect your wishes and what your own preferences are.
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Relax and have a cup of tea! There is no rush at this stage. 

Step 1 

Step 2 

Step 3 

Read the Ultimate Birth Plan Checklist. 

This is a list of things for you to consider adding and what your midwife would love to know.

Write your own birthing preference and slot it in front of your notes.   

When I spend time supporting my couples during my Hypnobirthing courses, helping them write out their 

own personal plans, I always suggest you write it out on a separate piece of paper so it can easily slot 

into your notes right at the front... this way your midwife can see your birth preferences quickly and 

easily and they love it!!  We have provided a nice and simple sheet below for you to write down your 

birthing preferences.



THE ULTIMATE BIRTH 

PLAN CHECKLIST
A list for you to consider adding to your birth plan.

During The Birth After The Birth

Notes & Reminders

If you are using Hypnobirthing techniques you may 

want to request a midwife who is supportive of 

hypnobirthing?

You may want to focus on as natural birth as possible?

Would you like to use a birth pool (if using 

hypnobirthing the pool to be filled up quickly as births 

tend to be quicker)

You can request to have quiet and calmness in the 

room

To use aromatherapy oils if thats possible (some 

hospitals have this facility)

You would like the lights dimmed and curtains closed 

in the room (this helps release and boost the amazing 

hormone oxytocin during birth)

You would like to play your calming music/relaxations 

in the room

You may consider your birth partner to be your voice – 

the go to person

You may want your birth partner always present during 

and after your birth

Would you like to use any pain relief?

Consider having private time to discuss further any 

procedures proposed during the birth (unless it’s an 

emergency)

Is there any medical information your midwife or doctor 

need to know?

Birth positions to be active (allow gravity to assist the 

swiftness of your birth unless you have an epidural 

which you will obviously need to be on your back)

Would you like any vaginal examinations? (you can ask 

for non, to be kept to a minimum or that you're happy 

to have them?)

Delayed cord clamping (maybe consider after 

pulsation has stopped and the placenta has been 

expelled)

Would daddy like to cut the cord?

If you don’t know the sex of the baby yet, that mummy 

or daddy would like to find that out

Vitamin K for the baby by injection / orally / not at all

Birthing your placenta naturally (except in the event of 

a PPH) or would you like the Syntocinon injection to 

speed the release of your placenta?

Would you like to breastfeed or use formula? (if breast 

feeding to initiate feeding straight after birth whilst 

having skin to skin time?)

You would like immediate skin to skin contact once 

baby is born if there’s no complications

To hold the baby undisturbed for at least one hour 

after birth (there’s no rush for them to be weighed, let 

them adjust to the outside world in the comfort of 

mummy’s/daddy’s arms)

Lots to think about!! Please consider if you are having any medical support with the birth such as 

inductions or your having a caesarean birth, just adjust your preferences to your situation……but if you 

would like any further support please get in touch. Love Katy x
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